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This paper explores some of the theoretical and algorithmic implications of the 
fact that the Monotonicity Assumption does not ensure either the validity of the 
Principle of Optimality or the discovery of all optimal solutions in finite dynamic 
programs, even though it is sufficient to ensure the validity of the functional 
equations. A slightly stronger assumption is introduced to resolve these problems. 
Our analysis is illustrated with some extremely simple examples. 
1. INTR~DuC~~N 
Bellman’s [ 1 ] characterization of dynamic programming through the use 
of the Principle of Optimality and Mitten’s [ 121 subsequent introduction of 
the Monotonicity Assumption as a sufficient condition for the validity of the 
functional equations provide a basis for the formal study of finite dynamic 
programs. This research has been further advanced by [ 2-4, 6-10. 17, 
19-221, among others. However, as we shall soon seen, the subtlety of the 
initial developments can easily elude the unwary. 
Bellman’s statement [ 1, p. 831 of the Principle of Optimality is that “an 
optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and initial 
decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with 
regard to the state resulting from the first decision.” We will find it 
convenient to work with the following simple implication of Bellman’s Prin- 
ciple of Optimality. 
PRINCIPLE OF OPTIMALITY. An optimal solution must contain optimal 
(partial) solutions. 
That is, any portion of an optimal solution must also be optimal. Notice 
that, as pointed out by Porteus [ 171, these are necessary conditions for 
optimal solutions (and policies’), whereas the functional equations are both 
’ Unlike [I. IO] and others, we distinguish policies which specify decisions for all states 
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necessary and sufftcient for the optimal values. Therein lies one of the subtle 
distinctions to be explored in this paper. For example, this observation 
makes it clear that the common statement that the functional equation is a 
mathematical transliteration (or translation or statement) of the Principle of 
Optimality is simply not correct. 
Our analysis will be confined to deterministic finite (stage or horizon) 
dynamic programs in which the set of minimum cost paths (solutions) from 
the initial state to the set of final states is to be determined.This is a 
generalization of the prototype shortest path problem for a directed acyclic 
graph and is introduced in Section 2 using the formalism of [ 10, 14, 15 1. 
The simple examples of Section 3 demonstrate that the Monotonicity 
Assumption is not sufftcient to ensure either the validity of the Principle of 
Optimality or the discovery of all optimal solutions by dynamic 
programming. (While these revelations may surprise some readers, the 
former was apparently known at least as early as 197 1 [3]-see also 12, 10, 
19, 221.) In Section 4 we introduce a stronger assumption which is sufftcient 
to ensure the validity of both the Principle of Optimality and the functional 
equations, and specify a broad class of cost functions which satisfy the 
strong monotonicity assumption. Fortunately, the class includes additive and 
multiplicative costs (the latter for positive factors). The paper concludes with 
a discussion in Section 5. 
2. FINITE DYNAMIC PROGRAMS 
A finite dynamic program B is a quadruple (0, D, t, h), in which R is the 
finite nonempty state space; D is the finite nonempty set of decisions; 
t: A + n, where A c R x D, is the transition mapping;’ and h: R X A -+ R, 
where R is the set of real numbers, is the cost function. Let y, E R be the 
initial state, flF c R be the set of final states and assume that return to the 
initial state is not possible. Then, t( y’, d) is the state that is reached when 
decision d E D is applied at state y’ E sl and h(<, y’, d) is the cost of 
reaching state t(y’, d) by an initial sequence of decisions (partial solution) 
which reaches state y’ at cost CE R and is then extended by decision d. Let 
to E R be the cost incurred in the initial state y0 E 0 Recall that our 
objective is to reach R, from y,, at minimum cost. A solution algorithm for 
CZ will find both this minimum cost f * and a subset of the set A* of optimal 
decision sequences (solutions) which achieve this cost. Following [ 13, 181, 
* Notice that the domain A of the transition mapping is a subset of R x D. This eliminates 
consideration of nonsensical decisions. That is, if D(p’) E D is the set of admissible decisions 
at state .v’, then t(v’, d) would only be defined for d E D(g’) with D(f) = 0 V y’ E Sz, . 
Likewise. we let E E R x A to eliminate consideration of nonsensical sequences of decisions. 
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we call an algorithm strong if it tinds all optimal solutions A* and weak 
otherwise. 
Before discussing the role of the functional equations in an algorithm for 
GZ it is necessary to defme’the solution space A and to extend the domains of 
both the transition mapping and the cost function. Let A be the set of all 
finite sequences of individual decisions from L%, and let B E Q x D (see 
footnote 2). The domains of both the transition mapping and the cost 
function can be inductively extended from A and R x A to B and R x B, 
respectively. Then for any decision sequence 6 = 6,6, E A, r(~r’, 6) = 
t(t(y’, 6,), 8,) is the state that is reached when decision sequence 6 is applied 
at state y’ E R and h(& y’, 6) = h(h(r, y’, 6,), f(y’, a,), 6,) is the cost of 
reaching state t(y’, 6) by a decision sequence which reaches y’ at cost < and 
is then extended by 6. 
We will also find it convenient to define some subsets of A. For any state 
y’ E R, let A(y’) denote the set of decision sequences which cause a tran- 
sition from state y. to y’, i.e., A(J)‘) = {SE A 1 t(y,, 6) = y’}. Also define 
A&‘,) = U ,S,n,A(y’). For y’ E {LI -OF}, A(y’) is the set of feasible 
(parfial) solutions for state y’ and A(R,) is the set of feasible solutions for 
G’. For each y’ E 0, let f( y’) denote the minimum cost” of reaching y’, i.e., 
f(y’) = min{h(T,,, y,, 6) ( SE A(y’)}, and let f * = min(f(y’) (y’ E a,}. 
Then for y’ E {LI -a,}, A*(y’) = (6 E A(y’) 1 h(<,,, yO, 6) =f(y’)} is the 
set of opfimal (partial) solutions for state y’ and A* = (6 E A@,) / 
h(& , y,, 6) = f * } is the set of optimal solutions for G’. 




f(Y) = (y, $2 xD P(f(Y’), I”, 4 I f(Y’, 4 = Y 1 YE VJ - ~Ycll~. (1) 
In the following section we will discuss conditions on h to ensure the 
validity of the functional equations. We will see that these are nor the same 
as conditions which ensure both that the functional equations yield a strong 
algorithm (which finds all optimal solutions) for B or that the following 
Principle of Optimahty is valid. 
PRINCIPLE OF OPTIMALITY. Zf 6 = S,6, E A*, where 6, E A(y). then 
6, E A*(Y). 
’ We will sometimes refer to {f(y) 1 y E l2) as the set of ophnal values. 
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3. MONOTONICITY, FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS AND 
THE PRINCIPLE OF OPTIMALITY 
Mitten [ 121 appears to have been the first to present a condition on the 
cost function which sufftces to ensure the validity of the functional equations 
of dynamic programming. This monotonicity assumption (MA) can be 
restated for finite dynamic programs as follows: 
We will term any finite dynamic program in which h satisfies the MA 
monotone. It is easily established [ 10, Theorem I] that if i% is monotone. 
then the functional equations are valid. However, the following simple 
example shows that the MA is not sufficient to ensure either the validity of 
the Principle of Optimality or that the functional equations yield a strong 
dynamic programming algorithm which finds all optimal solutions. 
EXAMPLE 1. Given a directed acyclic graph .‘% = (V, E) in which the 
length of a path is equal to the product of the arc lengths on the path, find 
the set {r*} of shortest paths from node 1 E V= (1, 2,.... N} to node NE V. 
That is, we wish to find (r* } so as to 
where T is the set of all feasible paths from node 1 to node N and cij > 0 is 
the length of arc (i,j) E E. Here Q = I’, D = E, t(i, (i, j)) =j V i E V and 
(i j) E E, h(& i, (i, j)) = < . cij V r E R, i E V, and (i, j) E E, with c, = 1 (the 
fictitious length of node 1). Consider the simple graph 
where L is some arbitrarily large real number. The MA is satisfied yet one of 
the optimal paths (solutions) 6 = {(l, 3), (3,4)} contains the suboptimal (in 
fact, disastrous!) subpath (partial solution) ((1, 3)). That is, 
((1, 31, (3,4)/ E A* but {(l, 311 @A*(3) = ({Cl, 21, (2, 311). 
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Thus, the Principle of Optimality is violated. However, the functional 
equations 
f(l) = 1, 
f(j) = min(Cij * f(i) 1 (i, j) E EJ, j = 2,..., N, 
are valid and these values are achieved by the other optimal path (solution) 
((1, 2), (2, 3), (3,4)} which also has length 0. Clearly, the (valid) functional 
equations cannot be termed mathematical transliterations (or translations or 
statements) of the (invalid) Principle of Optimality. 
To see that Bellman’s original statement of the Principle of Optimality 
also does not hold, simply flip the graph around, yielding 
Taking 1 as the initial state and (1, 2) as the initial decision results in 
state 2. Clearly the choice of (2,4) as the remaining decision is disastrously 
suboptimal with regard to state 2 yet ((1, 2),(2,4)) is an optimal path 
(solution) and ((1, 2), (2,4), (3,4), 4) is an optimal policy. 4 
The problem is that the MA admits the pathological possibility of having 
<, < & but h(c,, y’, 6) = h(&, y’, a), i.e., h can be monotone and not 
(strictly) isotone [ 111. This allows for the possibility of an optimal solution 
containing suboptimal partial solutions thereby contradicting the Principle of 
Optimality and (contrary to [8, Theorem 6.11 as noted in 191) making it 
impossible to find such solutions with the (weak) dynamic programming 
algorithm. Other cost functions which exhibit this phenomenon involve the 
binary operations min and max (see [3, Problem 7, p, 271 for an example 
involving the latter). A simple example follows: 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the problem of finding the set of paths from node 
1 E V= (1, 2,..., N) to node N in a directed acyclic graph .F’ = (V, E) for 
which the maximum arc length is minimized. Here, /I(& i. (i, j)) = max(t;. cii) 
and to = 0. Consider the simple graph 
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Again the MA is satisfied yet one of the optimal paths (solutions) (( 1, 3) 
(3,4)) contains the suboptimal subpath (partial solution) {(l, 3)t. m 
Of course, as pointed out by one of the referees, it is always possible to 
augment the space of a monot,one (or even a nonmonotone) dynamic 
program so that the Principle of Optimality holds on the augmented state 
space. That is, appending a binary variable to each state (node) in 
Example 1, which indicates whether or not an arc cost of zero has occurred 
on a path to that state, permits the construction of a strong dynamic 
programming algorithm on the augmented state space which would yield all 
optimal solutions (paths). However, this would not be computationally 
attractive, since it involves a doubling of the number of states. Moreover, as 
we shall see in the next section, such a scheme amounts to nothing more 
than transforming a monotone dynamic program into a stricfly monotone 
dynamic program defined on an augmented state space. 
About the only implication the MA has for optimal solutions is to ensure 
that there exists an optimal solution which contains optimal partial solutions. 
Similar existence results are termed versions of the Principle of Optimality 
by Denardo [2,3], Sniedovich [22], and Sobcl [23]-see also [ 10, 
Lemma I]. All such optimal solutions (since there may be more than one) 
can be reconstructed from the dynamic programming algorithm since they 
achieve the values determined by the functional equations. That is, the 
functional equations yield a weak algorithm. However, we can only find all 
optimal solutions with such a weak dynamic programming algorithm if 
either there is only one solution in A* or all solutions in A* attain the values 
specified by the functional equations. Moreover, verification of such 
conditions is a nontrivial task which might even require that we solve 9 via 
some other means. 
To ensure the validity of the Principle of Optimality and the subsequent 
discovery of all optimal solutions with dynamic programming, we need to 
introduce a slightly stronger assumption. 
4. STRICTLY MONOTONE DYNAMIC PROGRAMS 
To rule out the possibility of having Cl < & but h(C,, Y’, 6) = h(&, Y’, 6) 
we introduce the following strict monotonicity assumption.4 
ASSUMPTION 2 (SMA). For any 4,) & E R, 6 E A and y’ E l2 
r, < (2 = w, 9 Y’. 4 < w,, Y', 6) 
4 A similar condition is satisfied by the type M loss function introduced in [ 24 1. 
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We will term any finite dynamic program in which h satisfies the SMA 
strictly monotone. The SMA is sufficient to ensure the Principle of 
Optimality as shown below: 
THEOREM 1. If k% is strictly monotone and 6 = 6,6, E A*, where 
6, E A(y’), then 6, E A*(y’). 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that 6, 6Z A*( y’), i.e., 38 E A(y’) such 
that 
h(to, Y,, 6 < Wo, Y,, 4). 
Now, since 6,, s^ E A( y’), we have 
WY,, UT b> = MY09 69 &>. 
Hence, 
8ds, E A(R,). 
By the SMA, we have 
which contradicts 6,6, E A * and completes the proof. 1 
Notice that this also implies that if L;n is strictly monotone, then optimal 
partial solutions themselves must also contain optimal partial solutions. That 
is, if 6, = s^,S, then invoking Theorem 1 again with 8, and 66, in the roles of 
S,, and 6,, respectively2 we obtain that JJ E A(y”) implies 6, E A*( y”). So, if 
6,6E A*(y’), where 6, E A(y”), then 6, E A*(y”). 
We could also generalize Theorem 1 in the following manner. For any y’, 
y E R and 8 E A such that t( y’, 8) = y the SMA implies that if 8 E 6 E A*, 
then h(<, y’, 8) = mins,(h(& y’, 6’) 1 t( y’, 6’) = y} for any <E R. That is, if 
the SMA is satisfied, then an optimal solution is also optimal between any of 
the states it enters (or any portion of an optimal solution is optimal). This is 
Denardo’s (2,3] first version of the Principle of Optimality. Notice that, 
although it includes ours as the special case in which s^= 6, it does not 
impart additional algorithmic insight. 
Since the SMA - MA, invocation of the result [ 10, Theorem 1 ] on 
monotone dynamic programs establishes the validity of the functional 
equations for strictly monotone dynamic programs. 
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PROPOSITION 1. If G+ is strictly monotone, then the functional equations 
(1) are valid. 
Following [4], we can specify a broad class of cost functions which satisfy 
the SMA by introducing the concept of a strictly isotonic, associative 
symmetric binary operator o. Notice that the term strictly isotonic is used, as 
opposed to the usual isotonic [ 111, to emphasize the preservation of strict 
inequalities. That is, we will call o strictly isotone if for a, b, c E R, we have 
a<b=z-aoccboc. 
Notice that this, together with the trichotomy law for real numbers, 15. 
2.2.11 implies thata=b*aoc=boc. 
Then it follows that the general separable cost function 
h(t,, yo, e) = to, 
h(L Y’, 4 = To 0 n(~‘r 4, Y’E {Q- {Y,}}, dE4 
where to, r E R, rc: R x A + R, e 6Z A is the null policy, and 0 is any strictly 
isotonic associative symmetric binary operator, satisfies the SMA. 
Fortunately. since R is an ordered ring5, addition and multiplication (of 
positive reals) are strictly isotonic [ 11, Proposition V.41. Hence, the most 
common separable cost functions, the additive and the multiplicative (the 
latter on RT = (0, co)), satisfy the SMA. Consequently, both the Principle of 
Optimality and the functional equations are valid, allowing us to find all 
optimal solutions by dynamic programming. 
5. DISCUSSION 
The problems resulting from the insuffkiency of the Monotonicity 
Assumption to ensure the validity of the Principle of Optimality can be 
resolved by the introduction of the Strict Monotonicity Assumption. 
Fortunately, most of the cost functions of interest involve addition or 
multiplication (of positive reals) and thus satisfy both the MA and SMA. In 
these cases the Principle of Optimality holds and we are assured that all 
optimal solutions will be found by the (strong) dynamic programming 
algorithm. This is not always the case for cost functions which satisfy the 
MA but not the SMA, as we have seen for cost functions involving 
multiplication of nonnegative reals or the binary operators min and max. 
.’ Notice that this is not the case if we allow costs to be unbounded, i.e., addition and 
multiplication (even for positive reals) are not strictly isotonic on li, the extended real line. To 
see this, simply replace the 0 with +co in the first graph of Example 1. 
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There will still be situations, however, in which the MA is satisfied but the 
SMA is not where it is possible to find all optimal solutions; namely if either 
the optimal solution is unique or all optimal solution achieve the values 
determined by the functional equations (although verification of such 
situations may be a nontrivial task). Even failing this, we are still assured of 
finding at least one optimal solution with the (weak) dynamic programming 
algorithm and any such optimal solution will contain optimal partial 
solutions. We also indicated that it is always possible, at the cost of 
considerable additional computations and storage, to transform a monotone 
(or even a nonmonotone) dynamic program into a strictly monotone 
dynamic program by appropriately augmenting the state space. 
The examples also demonstrated that the functional equations are trot 
mathematical transliterations (or translations or statements) of the Principle 
of Optimality. Instead, they are necessary and sufficient conditions on the 
optimal values for the states. The functional equations could be viewed as 
mathematical transliterations of the following Optimality Condition: A set of 
values is optimal if and only if it has the property that whatever the (initial) 
state and decision are, the (remaining) value is optimal with regard to the 
state resulting from that (first) decision. 
Finally, we consider the ramifications of our results for stochastic 
dynamic programs and infinite (stage or horizon) dynamic programs. Our 
analysis extends immediately to both cases mutatis murandis. In fact (22 1 
presents examples similar to ours. However, many of the issues raised here 
would be moot if we were primarily interested in the existence and 
construction of a single (stationary) optimal policy. 
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